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hello again friends. its time to talk about cracking again. thats right, password cracking.
theres already several excellent blog posts on the cryptokait website that talk about

password cracking, but today, id like to go above and beyond the usual introduction to
hashcat and talk about some of the tools available to you that compliment hashcat quite

nicelyyoull need them for the national cyber league (ncl) games! this may sound like it has a
niche application, but i actually use this all the time for ctf challenges where the passwords
are known to be around a particular topic (the ncl games have been known to do this). lets

say i know the passwords all have to do with, say, chocolate. i can just send cewl to the
wikipedia page for chocolate: jtr has an interesting feature called the password hint. jtr can

generate a random hint that when entered into a service in the correct order, the system will
attempt to authenticate. the hint is often a part of the password that is shown when the user

is setting up the system. a password cracker is a brute-force attack tool to try the same guess
for all possible passwords for the given word list. the attacker will try one guess after another
until the right one is found. most online password crackers only provide the option to enter a
single word and exit. most users will try and enter a word that they think might be the right

one, but often times a word that doesn't quite fit the pattern of the target password is
selected. this can lead to a lot of wasted guesses. the brute force cracking method is based

on guess and check. a guess at the possible word or phrase is made and checked against the
stored passwords. any matching word or phrase is the correct password. if there is no match,
then the next guess is tried. if a match is made, the password is stored to be checked against

a later password. this method is used to crack the new password.
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